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Funding Source

Most of the field work of YaES is carried out by the Russian part and financed by Russian
funding. The major infrastructure (boats, housing) is provided by the Arctic Research Station in
Labytnangi and research support from the Yamal Government. The funding from the flagship
(258 000 NOK) covered the expenses for the collaboration from the Norwegian side.

Summary of Results

In line with the proposal, we continued the collaborative work between Fram Centre Researchers
working with COAT and the Arctic Research Station in Labytnangi (Yamal, Russia) on monitoring
climate related changes in the tundra ecosystem on Yamal. This collaboration involved common field
work at Erkuta, a meeting in Tromsø in October, and participation in the Arctic biodiversity Congress
in Rovaniemi, where we organized a side event about research on terrestrial socio-ecological systems
on Yamal.
Concerning the four monitoring targets in focus of the project the following results were obtained:
Small rodents: trapping was carried out at all four monitoring site in the Yamal gradient. At Erkuta
densities were extremely low, probably because of an unusual flood of most of the study area in June.
Work on the paper analyzing small rodent distribution changes over the whole Yamal Peninsula for the
last 40 years is in progress. Going through the archives of the station in Labytnangi, we obtained data
about the snap-trapping based small rodent index for Erkuta since 1998. The time series was
harmonized between different trapping protocols. The resulting 20 years time series shows a significant

decrease of lemmings and a simultaneous increase of narrow-headed voles. This series was included in
an overview paper about lemming populations in the Arctic, which will be part of a special issue of
AMBIO dedicated to status and trends report of the terrestrial part of the Circumpolar Biodiversity
Monitoring Program (CBMP).
Arctic and Red fox: All data from baited automatic cameras obtained in late winter during 10 years at
Erkuta were assembled. Analyses using an occupancy approach indicated an increase of red fox use at
the camera stations and a parallel decline in arctic fox use. Work on a publication is in progress. The
monitoring of arctic fox dens were continued. Despite very low small rodent densities, four dens were
active in the study area this year. As an addition to the original project plan, Arnaud Tarroux from
NINA contributed to the arctic fox work at Erkuta.
Vegetation changes: Our plans regarding vegetation monitoring changed, because a botanist fram the
institute of Plant and Animal Ecology of the Ural Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences,
Svetlana Sokovnina, joined our team in Erkuta. Therefore, we collected data about the biomass of
functional groups of plants on permanent monitoring plots using the point intercept method. Similar
data were collected in 2007 on part of the same plots. These data will allow to infer changes in
vegetation composition over the last 10 years. In particular, we will use these data to assess the
expansion of willow thickets into the adjacent meadow plots, and the amount of small willow recruits
in the meadows. In 2018, we also measured plant biomass in an ongoing herbivore exclosure
experiment, which addresses the impact of small, medium sized and large herbivores.
We initiated collaboration with reindeer herders, and take with them about the idea to assess pastures
through the eyes, or the body condition, of reindeer. Some herders were willing to start collecting data
about the dates when calves are born, and possibly weights of animals they slaughter. This idea was
also presented to the Department of Science and Innovation of the Yamal Government. In the same
meeting we gave an introduction to adaptive management, presenting the idea that management actions
should be tested in an experimental way to assess their effects. The discussion was positive, but will
have to be continued.
Geese: Unfortunately, the expedition to Belyi island was cancelled, because the Yamal region did not
provide the helicopter flight. Therefore, there was no progress regarding this point.
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For the Management

Our work about plant herbivore interactions will provide relevant background information for the
amangement of reindeer pastures. The initiated work to collect data about reindeer body condition in
collaboration with interested reindeer herders will, if it succeeds, provide the management with an
alternative approach to pasture assessment to the geobotanical method used at present. This idea was
also presented to the Department of Science and Innovation of the Yamal Government. In the same
meeting we gave an introduction to adaptive management, presenting the idea that management actions
should be tested in an experimental way to assess their effects. The discussion was positive start, but
will have to be continued.
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Outreach:
There were several news on TV about our project and collaboration, for instance
https://vesti-yamal.ru/ru/sobytija_njedjeli/kakie_peremenyi_ preterpevaet_jivotnyiy_mir_yamala_i_chto_ob_etom_dumayut_uch168788?
fbclid=IwAR04R7F9IZ5aIIha9WilQIOqW8mkvf2TFAnUf-Jr9mV8JDgu4Dg96Gougv0

Interdisciplinary Cooperation

This project is in the first place ecological.

Budget in accordance to results

The funding from the Fram Centre was used according to the project plan. It covered one month of
salary for DE to work with the project, fieldwork expenses for DE, a master student (Anne Meløe) and
Arnaud Tarroux from NINA, and travel expenses for meetings.
Could results from the project be subject for any commercial utilization
No
Conclusions

Yamal EcoSystems is developing as a program for monitoring climate related ecosystem change on
Yamal in close collaboration with COAT. Our activities are also becoming more relevant for
management, and well integrated in International tundra monitoring networks (Ehrich et al. submitted,
Rheubottom et al. submitted)

